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Abstract

Mainstream media and public figures are often criticized for readily attributing terrorism committed by White perpetrators to mental illness, while attributing the same behavior committed by non-Whites to ideological motivation. Using a data-driven reverse-correlation approach, we show that attributing terrorism to mental illness results in a phenotypically more White mental representation of the perpetrator as compared to attributing terrorism to ideology or providing no information about its motivation. Importantly, we show that, because terrorists who are described as being motivated by mental illness are perceived as more White than those motivated by ideology, they are subsequently judged as less guilty for alleged terrorist activities. We present further evidence that this effect may be due to perceived Whiteness signaling higher socio-economic status, which reduces perceptions of culpability. In sum, our research demonstrates that extreme violence attributed to unintentional causes is perceptually associated with White perpetrators, leading to leniency in criminal judgements.
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In July 2011, Anders Behring Breivik left behind a 1515-page manifesto outlining his ideological motivations for bombing the Norwegian government and killing 77 at a youth camp of the Norwegian Labor Party. Still, for months, psychiatric and legal experts and the general public heavily debated whether the actions of the White Norwegian should be attributed to mental illness or ideology. By contrast, mainstream media, law enforcement personnel, and public figures have been criticized for readily attributing acts of terror committed by non-Whites to ideology, even in the absence of suggestive evidence (Butler, 2015; Ismail, 2016). At worst, these attributions may have negative implications for procedural justice in the context of terrorism. Using a data-driven technique, the present research aimed to investigate whether people represent an alleged terrorist as phenotypically more White when his actions are attributed to mental illness than when they are attributed to ideology. Moreover, it investigated the consequences that such a process may have for the perceived culpability of the perpetrator.

The portrayal of race in mainstream media’s coverage of terrorism

In the direct aftermath of violent events, the mainstream media often adopts a “blame or explain” frame (Shahin, 2016). While a “blame” frame focuses on agency, responsibility, and guilt of an alleged perpetrator, an “explain” frame focuses on forces that often lie outside of the agent’s control. Crucially, research suggests that the mainstream media’s use of these two frames often varies systematically depending on whether the perpetrator is White and American or whether he or she belongs to a racial minority group and/or is a foreigner. For instance, studies of the U.S. news media demonstrate that terrorism committed by non-Western individuals or alleged members of foreign organizations – in accordance with a blame frame – tends to be attributed to ideology (e.g., an ideological war against Christianity
ATTRIBUTING TERRORISM TO MENTAL ILLNESS

and the West), whereas domestic terrorists – in line with an explain frame – are humanized, individualized and seen as mentally troubled (Powell, 2011; Turk, 2004).

This bias, however, contrasts with findings in terrorism research. Reviews of the literature suggest that mental illness might be a risk factor but is not a predictor of terrorism (Gill & Corner, 2017). Moreover, violence perpetrated by White right-wing extremists seems to be just as likely (or unlikely) to be motivated by psychopathology as violence perpetrated by Jihadists, for instance (Chermak & Gruenewald, 2015; Gill, Horgan, & Deckert, 2014; Liem, van Buuren, de Roy van Zuijdewijn, Schönberger, & Bakker, 2018). Similarly, reports show that the background and profiles of suicide terrorists and individuals who are often referred to as rampage workplace and school shooters only differ superficially (Lankford, 2013; Lankford & Hakim, 2011). So, what then might be the reason people attribute violence committed by certain perpetrators to ideology but by other perpetrators to mental illness?

Motivations to attribute extreme violence to mental illness

The tendency to attribute extreme violence perpetrated by in-group members to an unintentional cause such as mental illness may reflect a motivation to protect the in-group’s value (Chen, Purdie-Vaughns, Phelan, Yu, & Yang, 2015), whereas attributing the same behavior to ideology may facilitate holding out-group members morally accountable (Clark et al., 2014). For instance, when White Americans attributed the Columbine shooting to mental illness, this led to a more favorable evaluation of the perpetrators’ in-group, White American men (Chen et al., 2015). Similarly, ascribing ideological motivation to terrorists may serve the purpose of distancing the perpetrator from the in-group, whereas ascribing mental illness to a terrorist may offset this need to protect the in-group’s worth (Noor, Kteily, Siem, & Mazziotta, 2018). Finally, work in progress indicates that, among those with negative attitudes towards Muslims, non-Muslim mass shooters are seen as more driven by mental illness than Muslim mass shooters, and that a mass shooter driven by mental illness is
perceived as less likely to be Muslim than one who is driven by unknown motives (Mercier, Norris, & Shariff, 2018).

**Potential consequences for mental representations and perceptions of culpability**

The tendency to attribute terrorism committed by in-group members to mental illness but terrorism committed by out-group members to ideology may likely also be observed at a fundamental, perceptual level. According to the dynamic interactive theory of person construal (Freeman & Ambady, 2011), higher-level cognitive information about an individual can exert downstream consequences on how the race of the individual is mentally construed. Indeed, previous research demonstrated that describing an individual as engaging in stigmatized or otherwise devalued behavior, such as relying on social welfare or rejecting U.S. culture, leads people to represent the individual’s race as less White and more stereotypical of racial minority groups (Brown-Iannuzzi, Dotsch, Cooley, & Payne, 2016; Kunst, Dovidio, & Dotsch, 2018). To the extent that people are motivated to protect their in-group’s value, they should show a tendency to phenotypically represent a terrorist whose behavior is attributed to mental illness as racially more similar to the in-group than a terrorist whose behavior is attributed to ideology. In the case of a majority White country, this would mean that individuals have more White phenotypical representations of terrorists who allegedly are motivated by mental illness than of terrorists who are motivated by ideology.

Such a process may have critical downstream consequences for perceptions of culpability. The extent to which potential criminal offenders look racially stereotypical can influence how guilty they are judged to be. For instance, White people are more likely to racially profile individuals whose appearance is stereotypical of racial out-groups as potential terrorists (Kunst et al., 2018). Moreover, the less White terrorist suspects look, the harsher treatment people tend to support (Kteily, Cotterill, Sidanius, Sheehy-Skeffington, & Bergh, 2014). Crucially, analyses of actual criminal-sentencing decisions show that the more
defendants’ racial appearance differs from the dominant racial group, the harsher sentencing they receive (Blair, Judd, & Chapleau, 2004; Eberhardt, Davies, Purdie-Vaughns, & Johnson, 2006). Thus, if terrorists who allegedly are motivated by mental illness are mentally represented as phenotypically more White than terrorists who are motivated by ideology, than this may lead to lower perceptions of culpability. Such an effect may be further explained by perceived Whiteness functioning as proxy variable for higher socio-economic status (SES). In fact, research suggests that less culpability is ascribed to offenders with high SES than to offenders with low SES (Espinoza & Willis-Esqueda, 2008). In summary, one potential reason why attributing terrorism to mental illness leads to lower culpability perceptions may be that their more White appearance signals higher SES.

**The present research**

To date, very little research exists on the effects of motivational attributions on how terrorists are racially represented and how this affects perceptions of culpability. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, no study has so far investigated these processes at a fundamental, perceptual level. Against this background, we tested whether attributions of terrorism to mental illness would result in a more phenotypically White and less phenotypically Middle Eastern mental representation of the perpetrator compared to when terrorism is attributed to an ideological motivation. We did so using a data-driven reverse-correlation approach (Dotsch & Todorov, 2012). This method was chosen because it allows researchers to assess people’s mental representations of social categories using a bottom-up approach that imposes few a priori constraints on the potential results. Moreover, the method has proven to reliably assess biases and stereotypes across a large range of domains (see Brinkman, Todorov, & Dotsch, 2017 for a review).

Next, to investigate potential consequences for criminal justice settings, we also tested whether the mental representation of terrorists that are motivated by mental illness would,
because they look more White, be judged to be less guilty of alleged terrorist activities. We here also tested whether perceived Whiteness would function as proxy for higher socio-economic status, which we expected to predict lower perceived guilt in accordance with previous research (Espinoza & Willis-Esqueda, 2008). We tested these relationships in two samples from Norway, a Western European, majority-White country.

**Study 1: Probing people’s mental representations of terrorists**

This first study served the purpose of probing the mental representation that people have of terrorists with different motivations. We assessed these mental representations using a reverse-correlation approach (Dotsch & Todorov, 2012). This method is designed to tap people’s mental representations of social groups with relatively few a priori constraints in terms of potential results. While classic survey-based verbal measurements of stereotypical beliefs, prejudices or other types of biases naturally limit the potential answers participants can give, the reverse-correlation method allows the mental representations that participants have to emerge relatively freely from the data.

**Method**

**Participants.** Previous research using the reverse-correlation task suggests that 20 to 30 participants per experimental cell tend to be sufficient to observe large effects (Dotsch & Todorov, 2012; Imhoff & Dotsch, 2013). Hence, we aimed to recruit at least 60 participants for this three-condition, between-group design. In total, 75 participants were recruited via social online networks in Norway using two strategies. First, potential participants were contacted through non-political groups on Facebook for individuals interested in research and asked to participate in a study on “how people represent social categories.” Second, individual users were contacted directly and asked to take part in the study. All participants were encouraged to share the link on their Facebook profile to help recruiting further participants. This procedure and description of the research was used to ensure a broad sample of
participants. Because only participants who indicated a native Norwegian background were qualified given the context of this study, the final sample comprised 62 participants (72.6% females; $M_{age} = 26.18, SD_{age} = 10.91$). Data was collected in January 2017.¹

**Procedure.** In reverse correlation experiments, participants are typically asked to repeatedly select from two different faces the one that they perceive best resembles a certain social group. Based on the average responses provided by all participants, researchers can then calculate the average mental representation that participants had of the social group.

Before conducting the reverse-correlation task, image stimuli have to be created. In the present research, stimuli for 300 trials were generated based on a racially ambiguous-looking base face adopted from Kunst et al. (2018). This face (see Figure 1) was created by morphing male faces from the Chicago Face Database (Ma, Correll, & Wittenbrink, 2015). Using the rcicr script (Dotsch, 2016), random visual noise was repeatedly generated and superimposed on the base face to create the stimuli (see Figure 1). The noise contained truncated 2-cycle sinusoid patches of six orientations in all types of combinations ($0^\circ$, $30^\circ$, $60^\circ$, $90^\circ$, $120^\circ$, $150^\circ$), five spatial scales of 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 patches per image, as well as two phases (0, $\pi/2$) with random contrasts (see Todorov, Dotsch, Wigboldus, & Said, 2011 for a more detailed explanation of these parameters). The parameters were chosen because they produced stimuli with satisfactory visual variation in the study by Kunst et al. (2018). As displayed in Figure 2, for each trial, two stimuli images were presented and participants were instructed to choose the image that best fit the description in the condition they had been assigned to (see details below). For each pair of stimuli, the original version of the random noise pattern was superimposed on one image, while the inverse version of this noise was superimposed on the other image, maximizing the difference between the images (Dotsch & Todorov, 2012). Whether the image with the original or inverse noise was presented first was counterbalanced. The images were horizontally presented in pairs in random order for 300 trials.
Participants were randomly assigned to either a control condition, a mental illness condition or an ideology condition. Across conditions and for each trial, participants saw the same face with a random visual noise pattern and the inverse of that random visual noise pattern superimposed, yielding images of two faces that looked different from one another (see example trial in Figure 1). In order to proceed to the next trial, they had to select one of the faces. Importantly, depending on the condition they had been assigned to, they were given a specific instruction for which face to select across the trials. In the control condition, participants \((n = 21)\) were simply asked to pick the individual who looked the most like a terrorist. In the mental illness condition, participants \((n = 21)\) were asked to pick the individual who looked the most like a terrorist driven by mental illness. In the ideology condition, participants \((n = 20)\) were asked to pick the individual who looked the most like a terrorist driven by ideological reasons. As the study used a between-subjects design, participants only followed instructions from one of the three conditions. A video demonstrating the task with instructions translated into English can be found in the online supplementary materials.\(^1\) Classification images were created by averaging the noise of the faces chosen by all participants within the different conditions and applying it to the base image using the rcicr script (Dotsch, 2016). This procedure has been validated within various domains of face perception (see, e.g., Brinkman et al., 2017; Dotsch & Todorov, 2012; Imhoff, Woelki, Hanke, & Dotsch, 2013; Kunst, Kteily, & Thomsen, 2017; Todorov et al., 2011). The resulting classification images represent approximations of the average mental representation that participants had of the terrorist in the different conditions.

[Insert Figure 1 approximately here]
Results

The aggregated classification images for each condition are presented in the upper part of Figure 2. A visual inspection of the images suggested that especially the eyebrows and nose were less pronounced and less dark in the mental illness condition, arguably resembling a more White phenotypic appearance.

[Insert Figure 2 approximately here]

Discussion

This first study, which formed the first step in the reverse-correlation procedure, served the purpose of capturing the mental representations of terrorists whose motivations were attributed to different causes (i.e., ideology, mental illness, or neither in the control condition). In order to test our hypotheses quantitatively, in the next study, we asked an independent sample of people who were unaware of the hypotheses to rate the images on racial and other dimensions.

Study 2: Ratings of the mental representations

As is typical for reverse-correlation research, in this second study we recruited a separate sample of participants (who were unaware of the hypotheses and how the images were generated) to rate the images generated in the first study. This procedure allows the differences in the images to be quantitatively assessed, instead of relying on subjective evaluations by the researchers. Using this procedure, we tested the following hypotheses:

H1: The mental representation of the terrorist motivated by mental illness will be rated as more White—and less Middle Eastern—in appearance than the mental representation of the terrorist motivated by political ideology, or the terrorist in the control condition.
H2: The mental representation of the terrorist motivated by mental illness will be judged as less guilty of alleged terrorist activities than the terrorists in the other two conditions.

H3: The latter effect will be mediated by perception of White phenotypicality, and subsequently, higher perceived socio-economic status.

Method

Participants. A power analysis suggested that 96 participants would provide a 90% chance to observe even small effects ($f = .15$) at a .05 significance criterion in a three-condition, within-subjects design. Thus, 151 participants were recruited from first-year lectures at a Norwegian university for the rating of the classification images generated in the reverse correlation task. Exclusion of 34 participants who reported a minority background and six who did not report their racial background resulted in a final sample of 111 White participants (32% females; $M_{age} = 24.14$, $SD_{age} = 8.94$). Data were collected in February 2017.¹

Procedure. Participants rated the classification images generated in the three conditions of the reverse correlation task in Study 1. They also rated three filler images (i.e., noise imposed images taken from the reverse correlation stimuli of Study 1) to make the comparison of interest less salient, following the procedure of Brown-Iannuzzi et al. (2016). Participants were told that the research involved judging individuals in criminal justice settings. The participants were handed a paper questionnaire with the images presented in randomized order. The questionnaire asked participants to rate the images on several dimensions:

Perceived guilt of terrorism. First, participants read the following:

“Imagine that a court invites you as an expert to evaluate evidence in a trial regarding the potential involvement in terrorism. You are told that some evidence suggests that
the following individuals may be involved in suspicious activities. Using your gut feeling, to what degree do you think that the following individuals are guilty?"

The reason we instructed participants to use their “gut feeling” was that we wanted to assess their spontaneous (or “automatic”) biases without evoking more elaborative information processing that may have led to socially desirable responses (Devine, Plant, Amodio, Harmon-Jones, & Vance, 2002; Plant & Devine, 2009). Having read the text, participants rated the guilt of each individual on a scale from 0 to 10 (0 = small degree, 10 = large degree).

**Perceived White and Middle-Eastern appearance.** On a scale ranging from 0 to 10 (0 = not at all, 10 = extremely), participants rated (a) how White and (b) how Middle Eastern the individuals looked. With respect to perceived Whiteness, the term “etnisk Norsk” was used, which is the common term to describe White/Caucasian Norwegians (Phelps, Blakar, Carlquist, Nafstad, & Rand-Hendriksen, 2012).

**Perceived socioeconomic status.** Participants rated from 0 to 10 (0 = not at all, 10 = extremely) the degree to which the individuals looked like they had higher education and the degree to which they looked financially well-off.

**Distraction items.** To make the hypothesis less salient to participants, they also rated on 10-point scales perceived African and South American appearance, how blurry the images looked and how focused the individuals seemed to be. Moreover, they were asked to imagine that the individuals had been convicted and to rate their perceived ideological (vs. mental illness) motivation to engage in terrorism on a scale from 0 to 10 (0 = psychological disorder, 10 = ideological motivation). This variable was measured to control for the perceived motivation of the individuals. That is, we aimed to show effects on perceived guilt that were uniquely due to changes in racial appearance by controlling for the possibility that the individual would look mentally ill. To make the focus on race less salient, the presentation
order of the items of interest and distraction items in the survey were the following: (1) perceived blurriness of the images, (2) perceived focus of the individuals, (3) perceived guilt of terrorism, (4) perceived ideological motivation, (5) perceived education, (6) perceived economic background, (7) perceived African appearance, (8) perceived Middle Eastern appearance, (9) perceived White appearance, (10) perceived South American appearance.

Results

Comparison of ratings of the mental representations

To compare the ratings of the mental representations, repeated-measures Analyses of Variance (ANOVA) were conducted. Mauchley’s Test of Sphericity was significant at $p \leq .010$ for all measures except for perceived African appearance ($p = .477$), perceived economic background ($p = .107$), perceived motivation ($p = .508$) and image clarity ($p = .856$). Hence, Greenhouse Geisser-corrected $F$ values are reported for these variables. Please note that the pattern of results remained the same regardless of which correction method was used.

Ratings of the mental representations differed significantly in terms of perceived White appearance, $F(1.58, 155.90) = 22.07, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .18$, perceived Middle Eastern appearance, $F(1.65, 163.09) = 23.17, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .19$, perceived South American appearance, $F(1.68, 166.47) = 8.76, p = .001, \eta^2_p = .08$, perceived economic background, $F(2, 198) = 16.34, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .14$, perceived education, $F(1.83, 181.57) = 13.96, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .12$, perceived image blurriness, $F(2, 198) = 17.15, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .15$, and perceived guilt, $F(1.41, 139.93) = 26.52, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .21$. No significant differences were observed for perceived African appearance, $F(2, 198) = 1.03, p = .359, \eta^2_p = .01$, perceived motivation, $F(2, 198) = 1.82, p = .164, \eta^2_p = .02$, and perceived focus, $F(1.52, 150.20) = 3.17, p = .059, \eta^2_p = .03$.

The mean ratings for each condition are presented in Figure 2. Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc comparisons showed that all three mental representations differed significantly from
each other in terms of perceived White and Middle Eastern appearance. As predicted, the mental representation generated in the mental illness condition was rated as having a more White and less Middle Eastern appearance than the mental representations generated in the ideology \((ps < .001)\) and control conditions \((ps \leq .001)\). The latter two conditions also differed significantly, with the mental representation generated in the ideology condition rated as less White \((p = .006)\) and more Middle Eastern \((p = .011)\) than the mental representation generated in the control condition. Next, as predicted, the mental representation generated in the mental illness condition was rated as less guilty than the mental representations generated in the other two conditions \((ps < .001)\). Moreover, the mental representation generated in the ideology condition was rated as guiltier than the mental representation generated in the control condition \((p = .006)\).

In terms of the filler question, perceived South American appearance, the mental representation generated in the mental illness condition was rated as more South American than the mental representation generated in the ideology condition \((p = .001)\) but did not differ significantly from the mental representation generated in the control condition \((p = .059)\). Ratings of the mental representations in the control and ideology conditions did also not differ significantly from each other \((p = .100)\).

Next, the mental representation generated in the mental illness condition was rated as being financially better off than the mental representation generated in the ideology condition \((p < .001)\) but did not differ significantly from the mental representation generated in the control condition \((p = .073)\). The mental representation generated in the ideology condition was rated as being financially worse off than the mental representation generated in the control condition \((p = .001)\). In terms of perceived education, all mental representations differed significantly. The mental representation generated in the mental illness condition was rated as having higher education than the mental representations generated in the ideology \((p\).
< .001) and control conditions (p = .031). The mental representation generated in the control condition was also rated as having higher education than the mental representation generated in the ideology condition (p = .008). Finally, the mental representation generated in the mental illness condition was rated as being less blurry than the mental representations in the other two conditions (both ps < .001). The mental representations generated in the control and ideology conditions did not differ significantly (p = .338).

**Test of simple mediation model**

To test whether a more White perceived appearance would explain why participants rated the mental representation of the mentally ill terrorist as less guilty, we conducted two-condition, within-participants statistical mediation analyses using the MEMORE macro (Montoya & Hayes, 2017). In all tests, we controlled for all additional rating variables, except for education and economic background, which were entered into the more complex model later on. First, we ran a model with the contrast between the mental illness and ideology conditions as independent variable. In this model (see upper model in Figure 3), perceived White appearance was the only mediator significantly predicting guilt (p = .019; all other mediators/filler measures: ps > .260). Bias-corrected bootstrapping with 10,000 random re-samples showed that the contrast between the mental illness and ideology conditions indirectly led to less perceived guilt, B = -.34, SE = .17 95% CI [-.75, -.05], due to higher perceived White appearance. All other indirect effects involving the alternate mediators were non-significant. Estimating the same model comparing the mental illness condition to the control condition suggested the same trend. However, perceived White appearance here only marginally significantly predicted perceived guilt, B = -.28, SE = 14, p = .052 (all other mediators ps > .103), and the indirect effect did not reach significance, B = -.16, SE = .13, 95% CI [-.52, .01]. Finally, estimating the model comparing the ideological motivation to the
control condition, none of the mediators ($ps > .062$), and none of the bootstrapped indirect effects reached significance.

**Test of extended mediation model**

In the next step, we tested an extended version of the previous model. Specifically, the model tested whether perceived socio-economic background (i.e., the merged education and economic background variables, which were positively correlated across conditions, $rs(106) > .37$, $ps < .001$), would further mediate the effect of perceived White appearance on perceived guilt. This model was tested without covariates because the MEMORE macro currently does not support controlling for variables when testing for serial mediation. As presented in the lower model in Figure 3, perceived socio-economic status indeed fully mediated the effect of White appearance on perceived guilt. The resulting negative indirect effect of the contrast between the mental illness and ideology conditions on perceived guilt was significant, $B = -.10$, $SE = .07$, 95% CI $[-.30, -.02]$. This extended model was not estimated with the contrast between the mental illness and control conditions, or the ideology and control conditions, given that findings from the simple mediation model were non-significant for these comparisons.

[Insert Figure 3 approximately here]

**Discussion**

As predicted, the mental representation of the terrorist who was motivated by mental illness was rated as more phenotypically White and less Middle Eastern in appearance than the terrorist who was motivated by ideology or the terrorist for which no motivation was presented. Moreover, the mental representation of the mentally ill terrorist was rated as less
guilty and this was fully explained by his more White appearance and, subsequently, higher perceived socio-economic status.

Importantly, no differences were observed in perceptions of whether the potential terrorists were motivated by ideology or mental illness and the indirect effect on guilt held when controlling for this variable. This finding provides support for the discriminant validity of our effects. That is, different attributions of a terrorist’s motivation led to specific and predicted changes in the perceived phenotypical appearance of those terrorists but their perceived motivation did not differ. Moreover, the mediation model demonstrated that changes in perceived Whiteness, in turn, had a unique effect on perceptions of guilt over and above the type of motivation the terrorists were perceived to have.

**General discussion**

The present research provided support for the hypothesis that, when terrorists are described as being driven by mental illness rather than ideology, White individuals tend to have more White and less stereotypically Middle Eastern representations of them. In line with previous research (Blair et al., 2004; Eberhardt et al., 2006; Kunst et al., 2018), ratings by an independent sample suggested that this process may have critical downstream consequences for perceived culpability. Although in absolute terms all images were rated as more Middle Eastern than White, because the mental representation of the terrorist that was motivated by mental illness was rated as more White than the mental representation of the ideologically motivated terrorist, he was perceived as less guilty of terrorism. Further analyses suggested that the reason why increased perceived Whiteness led to less perceived guilt was that the mentally ill and consequently more White individual was perceived as having a higher socio-economic background.

The present research contributes to an emerging area of research that focuses on perceptions of race and culpability in the context of terrorism. It has repeatedly been
documented that Western mainstream media tends to readily attribute the motives of potential terrorists to ideology when the alleged perpetrator is non-white and/or foreign but attributes it to mental illness when the perpetrator is a member of the White majority group (Gill & Corner, 2017). Arguably, this bias reflects people’s desire to protect the worth of their in-group and to hold out-group members morally accountable (Chen et al., 2015; Clark et al., 2014; Mercier et al., 2018; Noor et al., 2018). The present research highlights the consequences that learning about a terrorist’s motivations can have at a perceptual level. Simply raising mental illness as motivation may be enough to shift the mental representations of the race of terrorists to be more White and consequently reduce perceptions of their guilt.

Our research opens up several avenues for future research on this understudied topic. At the same time, certain limitations should be noted. First, while both studies were sufficiently powered to observe effects of the expected size, the sample size in the first study and the fact that both studies used convenience samples limit the generalizability of our findings to the broader Norwegian population. For instance, the fact that parts of our recruitment strategy involved snowball sampling (i.e., we asked people to share the link to the first study on Facebook) may have led to an overrepresentation of specific sub-populations. Hence, future research will be needed to establish the replicability of our findings with larger and, preferably, representative samples.

Whereas the number of ethnic minority-group members in this research was too small to allow for a separate analysis, future studies may also test whether the effects we observed are moderated by the race of participants. For instance, given that our findings arguably represent a tendency to protect the in-group’s worth, one could speculate that effects would be less pronounced among minority-group members with a Middle Eastern background (i.e., the out-group in this research). Similarly, we would also like to emphasize the importance of replicating our findings in societies that are not majority-White to test whether the terrorist
who is driven by mental illness always is represented as phenotypically more similar to the racial group that is the majority in this context (irrespective of whether the context is White or not) or whether, for some reason, a terrorist driven by mental illness is generally represented as phenotypically White.

Relatedly, it would be of interest to test whether one would observe the same effects when terrorism is attributed to other factors than mental illness that also tend to be perceived as being outside the perpetrator’s control. For instance, it is possible that a terrorist who is described to have been brainwashed or otherwise coerced by a terrorist organization may also be mentally represented as racially more White than a perpetrator that is described as acting out of free will. Such a scenario indeed has high societal relevance as policy makers have proposed that proof of brainwashing may spare ex-members of organizations such as ISIS of persecution (Bond, 2018).

Another avenue for future research involves the distinction between group-based and lone-wolf terrorism. Lone-wolf terrorists are substantially more likely to be mentally ill than terrorists who act as part of groups (Corner & Gill, 2015; Gruenewald, Chermak, & Freilich, 2013). Hence, it would be of interest to test whether people mentally represent lone-wolf terrorists as phenotypically more White than group-based terrorists, and whether these effects are due to people inferring that lone-wolf terrorists are driven more by mental illness and less by ideology.

In terms of the latter, another interesting direction for future research would be to investigate the effects of different types of ideologies on the mental representations of terrorists. In the present research, we did not provide information about the specific ideology of the terrorist nor did we ask participants what kind of ideology they had in mind when completing the task. Given that we used a racially ambiguous Arab-White individual and that the terrorist who was described as motivated by ideology was mentally represented as
phenotypically similar to a Middle Eastern individual, it is likely that participants had Jihadist ideology in mind. In future research, it would be of interest to test the effects that different types of ideologies have on mental representations of terrorists. For instance, at least in majority White countries, we would expect right-wing ideology to lead to White mental representations but Jihadist ideology to non-White, Middle Eastern mental representations.

Although we observed systematic changes in racial appearance that proved to be highly consequential for ratings of perceived guilt, it is important to note that all terrorists in absolute terms were rated on the lower part of the Whiteness scale. We propose that a main reason for this finding is that we in all conditions asked participants to select a “terrorist,” which, due to stereotypes linking Middle Eastern individuals to terrorism, may have elicited associations with Middle Eastern individuals. Future studies should follow up on this finding, for instance, testing whether presenting participants with counter-stereotypical information (e.g., priming them with profiles of White terrorists) or asking participants to select “domestic terrorists” may lead to generally more White mental representations.

We would also like to note that the dimensions on which the images were rated are not exhaustive. It could, for instance, have been of interest to rate the images in terms of masculinity because it appears as if the mentally-ill terrorist (possibly due to a less pronounced jawline and eye brows) looked less masculine than the terrorists in the other conditions. As masculine faces are more likely to be perceived as angry and threatening (Becker, Kenrick, Neuberg, Blackwell, & Smith, 2007; Gundersen & Kunst, 2018; Hess, Adams, Grammer, & Kleck, 2009), this may also mediate effects on perceived guilt, as suggested by previous research (Charlotte, Heather, & Joyce, 2012).

Finally, we would also like to note some of the potential practical implications of the present research. From a juridical perspective, the processes observed in the present paper may have negative consequences for the criminal justice system. If attributions to specific
motivations change the way alleged perpetrators are racially represented, this may misguide searches and arrests at an early stage of criminal investigations before actual footage of suspects is available. For instance, attributions to ideological causes may limit profiling to Middle Eastern suspects, although the actual perpetrator may be White, and lead to initial judgements of high culpability. By contrast, when the media and politicians readily describe mental illness as the cause of a perpetrator’s mass violence, this can lead members of the public and potential future jurors to mentally construe the individual as more White and subsequently less guilty than if the mass violence was attributed to ideology. Ultimately, such biases in first impressions could influence judgements of defendants at a later stage, undermining procedural justice and the promise of a fair trial.
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Endnotes

1Data, stimuli and additional materials are available at
https://osf.io/ufhne/?view_only=21e064effea544b584b60e0f5f4b4f68
Figure 1. Procedure of stimuli creation and an example trial are presented for the reverse-correlation task in Study 1. The text in the example trial represents the instructions in the control condition.
Figure 2. The mental representations generated in the three conditions in Study 1 and their ratings in Study 2 are displayed. Error bars represent +/- 1 standard errors.
**Figure 3.** Simple and extended mediation models are displayed. Non-significant paths are presented in grey. *$p < .05$, **$p < .01$, ***$p < .001$.**